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1. Magic Squares

A magic square of order n is an arrangement of numbers from 1 to n2 in an n!n matrix, with
each number occurring exactly once, so that each row, each column and each main diagonal
has the same sum.

(a) Prove that if a magic square of order n exists, the sum in question must be equal to
n(n2+1)

2 .
(b) Design an exhaustive search algorithm for generating all magic squares of order n. Write

the algorithm in pseudo-code.
(c) Analyze your algorithm showing the steps clearly.
(d) Implement the algorithm in a programming language of choice.
(e) Run the algorithm for increasing values of n. Draw graphs of time taken. Show that

the time taken conforms to the theoretical analysis. If your program runs too quickly,
instead of keeping track of time, you can keep track of the number of (salient) instructions
executed by various runs.

(f) Draw a few magic squares of di!erent sizes. Verify that you have actually found magic
squares.

2. The Traveling Salesman Problem

(a) Describe a brute-force solution to the traveling salesman problem. Write this algorithm
clearly in pseudo-code.

(b) Analyze the algorithm showing the steps clearly.
(c) Implement the algorithm in a programming language of choice.
(d) Randomly create n cities in 2-D space. Now, calculate distances between city pairs.

Store the distances you generate in a file using a format you create.
Run your TSP program on increasing number of cities by reading data from the file you
generated. Keep track of time needed. Graph the time needed against the number of
cities and see if the results are agreeable with your theoretical results.
Keep track of the best solution to each of the problems generated in the same file where
you store the problems themselves.
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(e) How many cities can you consider before your machine takes more than a certain amount
of time to run, say 2 hours?

(f) For the 10-city problem, draw the cities on a 2-D graph. Don’t draw by hand; use a tool
of some kind. Draw the best TSP tour among these ten cities.

(g) Perform research on algorithms that can be used to obtain solutions to the traveling
salesman problem for large number of cities. Write a page on what you have found.
Note: Don’t copy directly from the Web. Paraphrase what you find in your own words.
Provide a few references.

3. Convex Hull

A convex hull of a set S of points is the smallest convex set containing S. The convex hull
problem is the problem of constructing the convex hull for a given set of n points. To solve
it, we need to find the points that will serve as the vertices of the convex hull polygon.

(a) Write the pseudo-code of a divide-and-conquer algorithm to find the convex hull of a set
of points. Describe the algorithm briefly.

(b) Analyze the algorithm for time taken.

(c) Randomly generate n number of points in 2-D space. You may be able to use the points
you generated for the TSP problem above.

(d) Run the convex hull program on increasing number of points. Keep track of time taken
in each case to find the convex hull.

(e) Validate that you have a convex hull in a few cases. Draw the points in the set and the
convex hull of the set to verify that the output of the algorithm is correct.

(f) Draw graphs of time taken. Show that the time taken conforms to the theoretically
analyzed time.
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